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HEC-TV Live! Presents: 
The Science Behind the New Mississippi River Bridge, Part 2 

 

Original Air Date:  February 12, 2014 
Grade Levels:  7-12 

 
Program Description: 
For the past two plus years, designers, engineers and construction workers have been building approach and 

exit ramps, foundation piers, two cable-stayed towers, cabling for the towers, and the road deck surface for 

a new bridge across the Mississippi River at St. Louis, Missouri.  Newly christened the Stan Musial 

Veterans Memorial Bridge, it is now open to traffic.  Thousands of cars each day are able to use it to travel 

east and west across the Mississippi River.  

 

This program builds on our Part 1 program from last year.  In Part 1, available on our Educate.Today 

website as Engineering 9:  The Science Behind the New Mississippi River Bridge, Part 1.  In that program 

we focused on the foundation work to build the bridge’s piers in the river and create the two cable-stayed 

towers.  In Part 2, the focus is on the bridge’s cable-stayed design and building the road and deck surfaces.  

What it is like to design and build a structure to span the most traveled river in America?  Why was a cable-

stayed design chosen?  How do the towers, cables, and deck structure work together to handle the seismic 

and physical forces at work on the bridge?  How is the bridge deck and road surface put in place?  How is 

the bridge connected to the roads used for access and egress?  Learn the answers to these questions and 

more as you hear from engineers, designers and constructors who are building this new bridge over the 

Mississippi River in St. Louis.  Viewers will see images and view videos of the construction process as well 

as interact with the professionals who worked every day to build the bridge.  

 

Program Objectives: 

 

1.  The participant will explore the essential elements involved in basic bridge design and construction. 

2.  The participant will interact with experts involved in planning and executing bridge design and 

construction and learn about their occupations and work process. 

3.  The participant will gain knowledge about the engineering and construction of bridges. 

 

Program Format: 

Time codes are included in blue to help you find specific segments in the program. 

 

I.  Welcome and Introduction—Student groups and experts are introduced and welcomed to the program.   

Videos in this segment include a Virtual Tour Driving Across the Bridge and video of the completed bridge. 

(00:00 to 03:30) 

 

II.  Types of Bridge Spans and Physical Forces that Work Upon Them—This segment lets students 

compare four different types of bridge spans used by engineers and the way physical forces such as load, 

tension, compression, bending, torsion, and shear work upon them.  (03:31 to 16:17) 
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A. Physical Forces at Work on a Bridge 
1. Load (live load, dead load, dynamic load) 

2. Tension 

3. Compression 

4. Bending 

5. Torsion 

6. Shear 

B. Types of Bridges 
1. Beam 

2. Arch 

3. Suspension 

4. Cable-Stayed 

 

Please Note:  As we cover the topics above, the engineers joining us for the program demonstrate how the 

physical forces work on each of the different types of bridges.  In one part of that demonstration and 

discussion, students get a chance to feel for themselves how those physical forces work on a cable-stayed 

bridge.  It includes two pieces of rope and the program host being used as a tower in a cable-stay bridge.  

Examples of the demonstrations can be found in the “Try It” sections at 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/tech/build-bridge-p3.html. 

 

Videos and Still Images for this Segment include: 

Video of Poplar Street Bridge, Eads Bridge, and Martin Luther King Bridge 
Images of an arch bridge, a beam bridge, a cable-stay bridge, and a suspension bridge 

 

Terminology and Definitions for this Segment include:  
Abutment, bending, compression, shear, tension, torsion, truss, and types of load 

 

C. Questions from Student Groups (16:18 to 20:13) 
1. How do engineers determine how to safely incorporate the need for movement in a 

bridge structure? 

2. How do you create “lift bridges?” 

3. What redundancies are incorporated into the bridge in case a cable fails? 

 

III.  Selecting and Building a Cable-Stayed Bridge—In this segment our guest engineers will explain 

why a cable-stayed design was chosen for this particular location and share how that design was 

constructed.  Artifacts, images and videos will be included to supplement the following topics:  

 

A. Why a Cable-Stayed Bridge—Engineers describe why a cable-stayed 
bridge was chosen for this location (20:14 to 21:38) 

 

B. How the Bridge’s Cabling System is Put Together (21:39 to 27:50) 
1. Nature of the cable (material, size, weight, etc.) 

2. How the cable is protected from the elements  

3. How the cable is attached to the towers and the bridge deck structure 

 

 

 

 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/tech/build-bridge-p3.html
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Video and Still Images for this Segment include: 

Animation showing how the bridge was built from the banks to the middle of the river 

Video Montage of the bridge’s towers 

An interview with project interview Tom Tavernaro describing the process of installing the cables; 

numerous images of the process are included. 

 

C. Questions from Student Groups (27:51 to 34:54) 

1. How do you take into account the possibility of a boat hitting the bridge and other 

accidents in design and construction of the bridge? 

2. Is there anyone inside the towers during construction or any time after? 

3. What determines when it’s time to rebuild a bridge? 

4. Train bridges seem small; how are they designed to carry the weight of a train? 

5. How do you plan for the amount of traffic the bridge will carry and then determine the 

load of that traffic? 

 

IV.  Completing the Bridge Deck and Road Surfaces—In this segment we explore how the bridge deck is 

completed and the road surfaced placed on it.  We also see how the bridge connects to the roads used for 

access and egress to it.  Artifacts, images and videos will be included to supplement the following topics: 

 

A. Nature of the Road Deck (material, pitch, etc.) (34:55 to 37:28) 

 

Video and Still Images for this Segment include: 

A schematic of the deck surface structure 

Video Montage showing construction of the deck panels 

 

B. Putting the Road Deck in Place on the Bridge Structure (37:29 to 41:50) 
 

Videos and Still Images for this Segment include: 
Video Montage showing how deck panels were installed on the bridge  

Images and video showing how the last steel beam was put in place to connect the deck surface  

 

C. How the Bridge Connects to Other Roads (41:51 to 44:04) 

 

Videos and Still Images for this Segment include: 
Video showing how each access and egress to and from the bridge is connected to other roads 

Numerous still images showing process for constructing the access roads and maps of the access and egress 

routes 

 

D. Questions from Student Groups (44:05 to 48:00) 
1. How do you test the cable for stress and to make sure it doesn’t break? 

2. How likely is it that a cable would break? 

3. How does the weather play into effect when you build the bridge? 
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V.  Summary and Closing—We’ll summarize the major concepts learned today and seek final questions 

from students. (48:01 to 56:50) 

 

A. Aesthetic Considerations and Modifications Made During the Construction Process 

1. Night lighting 

2. Paint color 

3. Modifications 

 

B. Final Comments from Guests 

1. Naming and dedication of the bridge 

2. What it was like to work on the project 

 

Videos and Still Images for this Segment include: 
Video of Bridge highlighting lighting, painting, and modifications 

Video of the bridge’s night lighting 

Video of the Opening Ceremonies for the bridge 
Bridge Progression and Completion Time Lapse video 

 

C. Questions from Student Groups (53:09 to 54:56) 

1. What is the process for snow removal on the bridge? 

2. How long did it take to build the bridge from start to finish? 

 

Featured National Standards: (Science) 

 

Unifying Concepts and Processes - Unifying concepts and processes help students think about and 

integrate a range of basic ideas which builds an understanding of the natural world 

1. Systems, order, and organization 

2. Evidence, models, and explanation 

 

Science as Inquiry - Science as inquiry requires students to combine processes and scientific knowledge 

with scientific reasoning and critical thinking to develop their understanding of science. 

1.  Abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry 

2.  Understandings about scientific inquiry 

 

Science and Technology - An understanding of science and technology establishes connections between 

the natural and designed world, linking science and technology. 

1. Abilities of technological design 

 

Featured State Standards (Missouri): 

State standards are provided for Missouri schools since funding for this program comes from various 

Missouri organizations. 

 

Missouri Grade Level Expectations Strand 7: Scientific Inquiry 
Science understanding is developed through the use of science process skills, scientific knowledge, 

scientific investigation, reasoning, and critical thinking 
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Program-Related Activity Suggestions: 

1.  Why Build This Bridge Here?—Have students explore the PBS website 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/bridge/build.html and play the game to build the bridge they believe is best 

for the locations shown.  In the course of playing the game, they will also learn about many of the 

vocabulary words that are included later in this document and will be referenced during the program.  Use 

this activity to increase student familiarity with these vocabulary words prior to the program and to gain an 

idea of what an engineer has to consider as they determine what type of bridge will be built in a particular 

location.  Please note:  This is the website referred to in IIA and B of the Program Format for the activity 

that will occur during that part of the program. 

 

2.  Learning About the New Bridge—Students should explore the Missouri Department of Transportation 

website dealing with building the new Mississippi River Bridge. That website can be found at 

http://newriverbridge.org/overview-intro.html.  For specific parts of the program we recommend the 

following: 

a. http://newriverbridge.org/overview-intro.html Introduction page to the site that gives overview 

information on the bridge and construction costs. 

b. http://newriverbridge.org/overview-bridge.html Have students view the four resources on this page 

for excellent background information on the look of the bridge, the characteristics of a cable-stayed 

bridge, how a bridge foundation is tested, and how bridge piers are selected.  

c. http://www.newriverbridge.org/VirtualTourHomePage.htm This virtual tour of the bridge project 

provides great images, video and textual information to show students how the bridge is being built.  

We will use many of the images during the program as well. As your students take the tour, they 

will notice certain areas that are also going to be addressed in the program format outlined above. 

Have students pay careful attention to those areas of overlap as they develop questions to ask the 

experts.  The tour also provides links to the cameras located on the bridge site.  Students can view 

these cameras to see what’s happening each workday. 

 

3.  Share Your Insights—Have students share what they found most interesting and potentially frustrating 

about the careers they saw today.  What would they like or dislike about being an engineer or bridge 

builder? 

 

4.  Extend Your Understanding—Have students check out the wide variety of weblinks at the About.com 

site on Architecture of bridges. Here they’ll find tutorials on the basics of how bridges work, can participate 

in a bridge building challenge, learn about bridge coating materials and more.  The website is 

http://architecture.about.com/od/bridgegallery/Bridge_Construction_and_Engineering.htm.  
 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

Live Load--The force exerted on a bridge as a result of the traffic moving across the bridge. 

 

Dead Load--The force exerted by a bridge as a result of its own weight. 

 

Dynamic Load--The force exerted on a bridge as a result of unusual environmental factors, such as 

earthquakes or strong gusts of wind. 

 

Truss--A structure that consists of a number of triangles joined to each other. 

 

Substructure--The understructure support of the bridge including foundation, piers, bents, caps, columns, 

footings, etc. 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/bridge/build.html
http://newriverbridge.org/overview-intro.html
http://newriverbridge.org/overview-intro.html
http://newriverbridge.org/overview-bridge.html
http://www.newriverbridge.org/VirtualTourHomePage.htm
http://architecture.about.com/od/bridgegallery/Bridge_Construction_and_Engineering.htm
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Abutment-- Point of contact between two objects or parts 

 

Tension—In physics, tension is the magnitude of the pulling force exerted by a string, cable, chain, or 

similar object on another object. 

 

Compression—Physical compression is the result of the subjection of a material to compressive stress, 

resulting in reduction of volume. The opposite of compression is tension. 

 

Bending—In engineering mechanics, bending (also known as flexure) characterizes the behavior of a 

structural element subjected to an external load applied perpendicular to the axis of the element. A structural 

element subjected to bending is known as a beam. A closet rod sagging under the weight of clothes on 

clothes hangers is an example of a beam experiencing bending. 

 

Torsion—In solid mechanics, torsion is the twisting of an object due to an applied torque. 

 

Shear—A shear stress is defined as a stress that is applied parallel or tangential to a face of a material, as 

opposed to a normal stress that is applied perpendicularly. In other words, considering that weight is a force, 

hanging something from a wall creates a shear stress on the wall, since the weight of the object is acting 

parallel to the wall, as opposed to hanging something from the ceiling which creates a normal stress on the 

ceiling, since the weight is acting perpendicular to the ceiling. 

 

Arch Bridge--The main supporting structure in an arch bridge is one or more curved elements. The dead 

and live forces that act on the arch bridge are transmitted along the curved line of the arch into abutments or 

supporting structures at either end. These abutments are sunk deep into the ground, into bedrock if at all 

possible. 

 

Beam Bridge--The simplest type of bridge consists of a single piece of material that stretches from one side 

of a barrier to the other side. That piece of material—called a beam or girder—rests directly on the ground 

on each side or is supported on heavy foundations known as piers. 

 

Suspension Bridge--In a suspension bridge, thick wire cables run across the top of at least two towers and 

are anchored to the shorelines within heavy abutments. In some cases, the roadway is supported directly by 

suspenders from the cables. In other cases, the suspenders are attached to a truss, on top of which the 

roadway is laid. In either case, the dead and live loads of the bridge are transmitted to the cables, which, in 

turn, exert stress on the abutments.  That stress is counteracted by attaching the abutments to bedrock. 

 

Cable-Stayed Bridge—A cable-stayed bridge is a bridge that consists of one or more columns (normally 

referred to as towers or pylons), with cables supporting the bridge deck. 
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